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Meliá White House is pleased to invite you to discover a new programme of
exhibitions and art installations, curated by Le Dame Art Gallery.
Enjoy our selection of contemporary art and prepare to discover the most
interesting emerging artists from all over the world. Ask Concierge to arrange
a meeting with the Art Advisory Team, we will be pleased to guide you through
the exhibition programme at our in-house gallery (based on the ground floor)
or to arrange a tour through the hotel’s public areas and at the Albufera
Restaurant.
Equally, we can arrange viewings at the artists’ studios in London. Each art
experience is tailored to you, to promote your ultimate London experience.
A journey through different languages - from sculpture to photography, to
paintings, to installations - all with new and personal perspectives in the
narration of the times and experiences of our contemporary world.
We invite you to a journey of the soul for the ultimate contemporary hotel
experience.
Instagram
@meliawhitehouse
#SoulMatters
Facebook
@meliawhitehouse

@ledameartgallery
#ledameartgallery
#ledamehospitalityart
www.ledameartgallery.com

Light and Fragmented
Memories of personal and social identity
by Gianfranco Valleriani
“Light and Fragmented” is a singular route through lines, colors and
objects, that leads us to the personal and singular visual researches
made by 11 artists, who are characterized by different approaches and
sensitivity.
For its variety of expressive languages, and for what concerns the final
artworks, the exhibition, in its whole, looks like a multi installation,
where paintings are next to sculptures and collages and other
compositions.
The visual experiences made by the artists are deeply soaked by
memories and moods coming from the personal experiences before
than a pure visual researches.
Three are the main key-concepts at the base of the collective exhibition.
1. Miniaturism.
The works look like to turn to simple and minimal elements of
composition. Which do not mean small, but more precisely attention
to the details. Each detail contains all the element to be complete, in
visual terms; but together they complete a large assemble and a new
visual definition.

2. Lightness.
Suspended objects, spot of colors emerging from the nothing, delicate
metal wires that get tangled, invisible cotton threads … a sort of
lightness characterizes all the artworks, even if the color is black, even
when the heart of the exploration concerns elements of personal life
that arouse feelings and nostalgia.
3. Identity.
The play of fragmentation is aimed at the recomposing of the identities.
Memories chasing each other, glued or sewn; pieces of old writings,
forgotten objects, family photos, twigs, small metal boxes … insignificant
stuff that takes in charge the responsibility of composing stories of
personal or social culture, and identity.
4. Environment.
The nature is considered as a space where you can find signs of your
past, element which recycle use is straight linked to the reconstruction of
the memory. What remains of the objects denotes, at the same time, a
sense of fragility and tenacity.
Ten artists draw a narrative, composed by a multitude of personal
memories and visual elements; each chapter is a small trip which
composes an impressive journey in materials, techniques, languages;
a blend of moods and feelings that became a choral unique tale.
Gianfranco Valleriani
(Curator)

ELISA BALDISSERA
Italy
Elisa Baldissera was born in 1984 in Turin, in north west of Italy, where she
actually lives. She graduated at the Albertine Academy of Fine Arts with 110
cum laude, specialization in graphics art. Since 2012 she is part of the artistic duo EBLTZ, with which she obtained numerous international awards and
visibility through several contemporary art fairs. She teaches screenprintings
and graphic design. Her works are contaminated by different techniques: from
experimental engraving, to painting with acrylic on acetate sheets, assembled
and recycled objects, photographs destroyed by solvents, organic elements
incorporated in illuminated resins.
Her mixed-technique works tell the relationship of love/destruction between
Humanity and Nature. The romantic vision of old sailors clashes with darkness
exploitation and pollution of the sea. Human loneliness is crossed by shoals of
fish, and while the blue tides carry with them the memory of those who have
lived the sea, black oil invades it trapping everything it touches. The above and
below, sky and backdrop, united by the moon enclosed in a can. The technique
ranges from painting with acrylic to engraving, from collage to the three-dimensional object. The old photographs melt inside the brushstrokes, the destruction becomes creation. Tuna cans become a metaphor for our consumption, we will leave only a memory. The materials also recall the aquatic world:
acetate sheets, resin, and inks dissolve in composing one scenario that stops
the perpetual motion of the tides for an instant, vehicle of diversity and contact
between all works.

Black Gold
2018
Mixed Media
£ 1,000 + VAT

GIACOMO BEVANATI
Italy
Giacomo Bevanati is an Italian artist based in London. Bachelor in Product Design and a Master’s degree in Architecture provided Giacomo with all the technical aspects of the use of strengths, understanding of materials and 3D modelling. Once he acquired the technical knowledge and the conviction of creating
art and not buildings, the media chosen was the step to follow. He started as
autodidact creating a net of sewed steel and brass wire with specific random
patrons, whose strength is a reinforcement guarantee what allows to create
shapes and curvatures what lead into final art pieces. His idea to use a cheap
material in order to create something precious determined his artistic career.

Bevanati’s creations range from sculptures to wearable art pieces where masks,
hats and jewellery interacts with performances and fashion. His artworks were
shown in different important exhibitions, including the Tate Modern for “Tasty
and Smelly” exhibition (London, 2017) and the Biennale di Venezia during “Anima Mundi Festival” (Venice, 2017). His work is also the core of “Metal Love”
documentary, presented at the East End Film Festival 2018. Upcoming exhibitions and performances for 2018 will be in London, Hong Kong and Cologne.
The pieces are a random series of mental patrons; his attitude, his mood and
other feelings influence the tangle of knots what makes his pieces. The relation
with the wire gives him the possibility to express his art in different ways, to the
point to be a supporter of “Wearable Art” concept. An ambiguous new world to
reclaim the art can be worn on you or at home.

Do Your Duty - Tea Set
2017
Brass Wire
Size: 37 X 32 X 20 cm
£ 2,900 + VAT

JULIA MARCO CAMPANY
Spain
Julia Marco-Campmany is a Spanish-born artist based in London. She is a compulsive
drawer and dedicated printmaker, working in particular with screen printing and lithography. She studied her BA and Ma in Fine Arts in the Polytechnic University, in
Valencia, and a second MA, in Printmaking, at the Royal College of Art, London. She has
deepened her printmaking sills at Tamarind Institute, in New Mexico. She has exhibited
her work internationally, highlighting the National Original Printmaking Exhibition, in
Bankside Gallery, the Printmaking Postgraduate in Clifford Chance, and the Awagami
Printmaking Exhibition in Japan. She has also taken part in different printmaking fairs
such as Woolwich Printmaking Fair and the Open Portfolio at FIG Bilbao. Her work is
kept in various collections such as UPV Valencia, Royal College of Art, Center for the
International Printed Image (CIEC in Spanish), and the Akademia Sztuk Pięknych. She
has also been awarded with an artist residency in Newcastle, the Print Futures Awards,
and the High Commendation in the XV Printmaking Prize José Caballero (Madrid).
Julia’s work ties together drawing and walking as key elements informing her work. Both
activities are responsive to a preconfigured space. “I am interested in the point where
restriction meets intuitive response. For me, this is intrinsically linked to perambulating:
when I draw on the delimited surface of the paper, and when I walk on the preconfigured
urban landscape, the decisions are made rapidly, intuitively, even automatically. I claim
this automatism as a poetic insurgency: the unpredictable comes into place. I am interested in this automatism, and in the meditative mindset that abstraction has to offer.
The balance of power between the dynamic shapes I draw and the space they populate,
their disintegration, connections, gesture and strength across the surface guides the
viewer eye and mind. My practice translates these strolls with an abstract, gestural and
intimate language. It is rooted in the language of printmaking. The axis of my investigation is the idea that the paper is not a fixed surface but rather a versatile space for
action.

Natural forces #1
2017
Screenprint on paper
Size: 100 x 78 cm (unframed)
£ 750 + VAT (Framed)

ALESSANDRO FORMIGONI
Italy

Alessandro lives and works in Italy. He is the owner of OM design studio, a creative space in Modena.In recent years, he has been working on ceramics and
installation projects.
A crystallized forest of undefined animals, fossils frozen in their state of corruption, as a sort of new Pompeii of the soul the corruption of the individual is
the metaphor of the “Lacanian vision” of the human psyche, in which a missing
word causes language to become ill and makes it still, incomplete, even painful.These animals are psychic metaphors, neuroses, psychoses that make them
weak and strong at the same time, obsessions that make the individual cohesive but increasingly isolated from the environment, from other individuals.But
corruption also as a social disease, which weakens the community, its potential
and cohesion.

Lapsus: Truth breakout
Black & White
Clay
£ 800 + VAT (each)

HAOUA HABRE
Senegal
I get from my own mixity a rich cultural background, which granted me references and inspiration. Having lived in Dakar for 17 years (the place where I was
born), then in Paris (the place where I was grown) where I studied architecture
and design, my journey is inherent to my creative process.My work is a part of
my universe, of my world and of the thoughts that fuel it.

“I’ve travelled, around the world, I have fed on new encounters, fed my imagination, to be able to always create more, dream more. My relationship with my
work is very intimate, each of them tells a story in their own way. Colors, lines,
curves, they all communicate in their own way and lead to a message.My work
is a reflection of what inhabits my mind. Lines, sometimes tortured, sometimes
gentle, sometimes candid. The means are diverse, watercolor, acrylic, but also
photography, I was step by step able to find the best escape to cure my ills or
just express myself. My work communicate with those who lay an eye on them,
creating a link between the work, the one looking at it and the one who created
it. My goal is to bring everyone closer through my art. My work is engaged and
I would like for it to spark questioning, dialogues, the exchange of ideas.”
Used, 2018
Pastels, acrylic, marker
Size: 50x70 cm
£ 1,700 + VAT

MARIA MARTIN
Switzerland
Maria was born in Liestal in 1966, Basel (Switzerland). After the Art School, she
trained in oil painting and in Lithography. After a creative break, dedicate to a
therapeutic work, she went on again with painting, print and acrylic painting
techniques with Monika Biermann, Liestal, Switzerland.

She rarely starts with a concept, but rather with colors and patterns. What is
created during the process of painting and what emotions does it trigger in her?
Is it something familiar or something unknown? Sometimes she accentuates
certain elements with black, that one would otherwise not notice. Later these
are neutralized through further layers of paint. That way, a painting emerges or
develops, that is part of her inner world. As a child, she lived in my own phantasy. Through painting, she regained access to this power of imagination. Whilst
she paints, she swims against her daily routine and create her own world on
paper or canvas. This two-dimensionality can lead to a third dimension by just
intense reflection. Then she carried the viewer into her world of paintings.

Spring, 2017
Acrylic/Collage on Canvas,
Size: 60x60x2.5cm
£ 2,260 + VAT

GEORGINA MAXWELL
England
Georgina was born and raised in north and south of England. She spent over
ten years living in London where she studied at Central St. Martin’s School of
Art. She currently lives in Falmouth, Cornwall. When she moved down twenty
years ago, she started collecting ocean plastics on the walks with her dog, this
became an obsession as she brought huge rucksacks full back to her studio
each day. After researching the effects to marine life, wildlife and the human
race it has become a life long subject matter. She has shown her artwork on
BBC2 and exhibited in the Darwin 200: Voyages of Discovery after her MA Show
at Falmouth University in 2008 and exhibited widely.

Georgina art practice responds to the plight of cetaceans and other marine life
in their struggle for survival in a desensitized, plastic addicted world. For the
last 20 years she has been collecting found ocean plastics from the shorelines
of Cornwall, California, S. France and recently the Arctic (Svalbard). She would
like to show framed works although she works as a performance artist, create
installations and art-activist events.Although she was not directly influenced
by anyone in particular, she admire Joseph Beuys work. She also see a shade of
Andy Warhol in some of her Coca-Cola artworksShe wants to lure her audience
towards her aesthetically pleasing work in order to bring them closer to the
title which with thought can create discourse.

Tangled up in Blue #1 – Trilogy
Single fishing lines sourced on the shorelines of Cornwall
63cm x 63cm
£ 3,400 + VAT

ALICE PADOVANI
Italy

Alice Padovani was born in 1979 in Italy where she lives and works today. She
graduated from the University of Bologna with a Master’s Degree in Philosophy in 2007 and a Master’s Degree in Visual Arts in 2015. Padovani worked as
an actor and director in the early 2000s and has an interest in experimental
theatre which rears its head in her art practice. Preferring drawing, installation
and performance, as a visual artist she takes part in several national and international solo and group exhibitions.

Her work is an “atlas of wonder and melancholy”, a visual diary of loss and
retrieval, in which individual pieces try in vain to escape oblivion. A constant
research and an unconventional path in the art world leads her to explore and
to experience with many different media, themes and artistic techniques. Padovani has an obsession with death and the passing of time. Her art acts as a kind
of visual diary for personal experiences with loss and grief. Ghost-like in their
weightlessness, Padovani’s drawings appear to hover on the page, repetitive
and process-driven. Similarly, her assemblages and installations possess a purposeful delicacy which gives the impression that they have just been arranged
there, only minutes prior to the viewer’s arrival. A mimicking of museological
display is evident in her object works with their pins holding small collections
of specimens in place.

Fracture - Ceramic
Mixed Media
Size: 30 x 30 x 6 cm
£ 1,500 + VAT

ANNA PANIC
Spain
Anna is an artist based in Palma de Mallorca, Spain. She was born in 1984,
in Osijek, Yugoslavia (Croatia). She studied photography and graphic design.
She has participated in many collective exhibitions, won several awards in the
section of graphic design and photography and had several solo exhibitions.
Anna found herself as a portrait and fine art photographer. Her photographs
are abstract, minimalist, high-contrast, dark and strong colours . She creates
photography mixed media prints, adds layers of paint to the photographs , creating texture, scratching surface and collage. In Anna’s vision of photography
there are no rules, everything is possible as long as it can show the beauty of
the world.

Project „The Nature of personal reality“ contains a series of photographs of nature. She is interested in abstraction and working with the landscape as a very
personal experience. It is also about exploring how we, as a species, occupy the
Earth. The idea was to show the beauty of nature, how people are connected to
it and how much they depend on each other. All the photographs are black and
white, and the subjects are mountains, stones, rocks, roots, trees. The resulting
images are an experiment of human emotions, psychological elements of finding yourself. To grow, to develop, to live. Whom we see, what we see, whether
we see! Who I am?Answers reveal the human identity and consciousness of the
existence.

Human Bush, 2015
Fine Art Photo Baryta
Size: 25x25cm
£240 + VAT

SOFIA PIROSANTO
Argentina
Sofia is born in Buenos Aires (Argentina in 1974) and graduated at the National Fine Arts University Manuel Belgrano (Buenos Aires, Argentina1996). She
attended several seminars and courses of painting, drawing, photography and
theatrical costumes.
She has participated in many collective as well as individual exhibitions,
Biennials and art fairs.

Every elements and objects Sofia uses in her paintings are symbols with own
meanings and all of them convey to an emotion.
Working with different materials, such as acrylic, acetates, nails, photographs,
metals, resin and glass, she searches deeply through time and memory.
She deal with love, trees, distance, horizons and vortices, the arrival and the
wait.
Sofia is interested in the tale, as the writing’s texture, as secrets barely revealed,
some time showing-up, some other times perceiving as a veil.
Her work sets-off a concept, an idea that goes through a sieve, in which she
intents it to become more poetic, leaving an impression and a rendezvous with
the other.

Sin fin, 2019
Installation
Variable size
Inks and paper / collage
£ 1,200 + VAT

BATOOL SHOWGHI
Iran
She was born in Iran and moved to England in 1985. She is a multidisciplinary
artist who has a passion for making artists’ books. In 1995 she received a BA
(Hons) in Fine Art from the London Guildhall University. In 1997 she received
an MA in Design & Media Arts from the University of Westminster. In 2001 she
received a Certificate of Education from the University of Westminster. While
continuing her art practice, she taught at Harrow College from 1998 until 2015
as a part time lecturer. Since then she has dedicated her time to her art and
exhibiting her work in both solo and group exhibitions in England and abroad.

Social, economic and political situations constantly affect the Middle East people more than others. The exhibition is concerned with the disintegration of
the family and the experience of displacement. She has made a series of boxes
and Mixed Media work with photographs of the family hung side by side. Each
image is stitched and inserted into a little parcel. Each parcel looks like a prayer.
These objects are silent but if you listen you can hear their whisper and lamentations telling you stories of separation. The photos of the family are brought
together creating a fantasy.
Foot Prints, 2016
Mixed media on canvas
Size: 60 x 50 cm
£800 + VAT

Elisa Baldissera
Black Gold
2018
Mixed Media
£ 1,000 + VAT

Elisa Baldissera
Moonlight
2018
Mixed Media
£ 700 + VAT

Elisa Baldissera
Petroleum #555
2018
Mixed Media
£ 800 + VAT

Elisa Baldissera
Petroleum #gold
2018
Mixed Media
£ 700 + VAT

Elisa Baldissera
Petroleum #1 landscape
2018
Mixed Media
£ 1,080 + VAT

Giacomo Bevanati
Do Your Duty - Tea Set, 2017
Brass Wire
Size: 37 x 32 x 20cm
£ 2,900 + VAT

Giacomo Bevanati
Francesco Eye
Brass Wire, 2015
Size: 90cm
£ 3,300 + VAT

Giacomo Bevanati
Top Hat, 2018
Steel Wire
Size: 22 x 30 x 15cm
£ 900 + VAT

Julia Marco Campmany
Natural forces #1, 2017
Screenprint on paper
Size: 100 x 78cm (unframed)
£ 750 + VAT (including frame)
Julia Marco Campmany
It was it would be #6, 2017
Acrylic, pens and screenprint on paper
Size: 22 x 50cm (unframed)
£ 200 + VAT (including frame)
Julia Marco Campmany
It was it would be #7, 2017
Acrylic, pens and screenprint on paper
Size: 22 x 50cm (unframed)
£ 200 + VAT (including frame)
Julia Marco Campmany
It was it would be #5, 2017
Acrylic, pens and screenprint on paper
Size: 22 x 50cm (unframed)
£ 200+ VAT (including frame)
Alessandro Formigoni
Lapsus: Truth breakout
Black & White
Clay
£ 800 + VAT (each)

Haoua Habre
Used, 2018
Pastels, acrylic, marker
Size: 50 x 70cm
£ 1,700 + VAT

Haoua Habre
Scared, 2019
Pastels, acrylic
Size: 50 x 70cm
£ 2,700 + VAT

Haoua Habre
Lost, 2018
Pastels
Size: 29.7 x 42cm
£ 1,700 + VAT

Haoua Habre
Neurotic, 2019
Pastels, acrylic
Size: 100 x 70cm
£ 2,800+ VAT

Maria Martin
Spring, 2017
Acrylic/Collage on Canvas,
Size: 60 x 60 x 2.5cm
£ 2,260 + VAT

Maria Martin
Differences, 2018
Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 50 x 50 x 2.5cm
£1,800 + VAT

Maria Martin
Hasel, 2018
Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 70 x 40cm
£1,960 + VAT

Georgina Maxwell
Tangled up in Blue #1 / #2 / #3 - Trilogy
Single fishing lines sourced on the shorelines of Cornwall
Size: 63 x 63cm
£3,400 + VAT (each)

Alice Padovani
Fracture - Ceramic
Mixed Media
Size: 30 x 30 x 6cm
£ 1,500 + VAT
Anna Panic
Old Man, 2015
Fine Art Photo Baryta
Size: 40 x 60cm
£370 + VAT

Anna Panic
Caveman 259, 2015
Mixed media
Size: 25 x 40cm
£300 + VAT

Anna Panic
Caveman, 2015
Size: 35 x 50cm
Mixed media
£400 + VAT

Anna Panic
Human Bush, 2015
Fine Art Photo Baryta
Size: 25 x 25cm
£240 + VAT

Sofia Pirosanto
Sin fin, 2019
Installation
Variable size
Inks and paper / collage
£ 1,200 + VAT

Anna Panic
River, 2015
Fine Art Photo Baryta
Size: 30 x 45cm
£350 + VAT

Sofia Pirosanto
Toda imagen queda siempre
en la memoria, 2018
Mixed media
Size: 20 x 30cm
£ 660 + VAT

Batool Showghi
Immigrants, 2018
Textile and stitching
on printed archival paper
Size: 46 x 58 cm (framed)
£800 + VAT

Sofia Pisrosanto
Imagen I
2018
Mixed media
Size: 20 x 30cm
£ 500 + VAT

Sofia Pirosanto
Imagen II
2018
Mixed media
Size: 20 x 20cm
£ 400 + VAT

Sofia Pirosanto
Boreal I
2018
Mixed media
Size: 20 x 30cm
£ 600 + VAT

Sofia Pirosanto
Boreal II
2018
Mixed media
Size: 20 x 30cm
£ 600 + VAT

Batool Showghi
Geghanoush’s birth certificate, 2019
Mixed Media
Artist’s book L. Ed. 4/7
Size: 15.5 x 11.5 cm
(opened: 168 cm)
£ 300 + VAT
Batool Showghi
Displaced families 1, 2018
Textile and stitching on
printed archival paper
Szie: 57 x 75 cm (framed)
£1,000 + VAT

Sofia Pirosanto
La novia que perdió el norte
2018
Sculpture composition
(4 pieces)
£ 600 + VAT

Batool Showghi
Foot Prints, 2016
Mixed media on canvas
Size: 60 x 50 cm
£800 + VAT
Batool Showghi
Immigrants, 2019
Mixed media
Unique Artist’s book
Size: 16.5 x 48 cm (opened)
Unique sleeve
£250 + VAT

Batool Showghi
Now & Then, 2013
Mixed media
Size: 50 x 50 cm
£900 + VAT

www.ledameartgallery.com
contact@ledameartgallery.com
#ledamehospitalityart
#ledameartgallery

